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ABSTRACT 
The nonlinear set of equations which represents 
helicopter ~otion are linearized about a prescribed 
nominal state. Once the linearized system is obtained 
it is validated by comparing the output of the 
nonlinear system to that of its linearized counterpart. 
Having obtained a linear model, linear system theory 
may then be applied in order to investigate the 
stability and control characteristics of the aricraft. 
v 
General techniques for simulating helicopter pilot 
response for inclusion in a flight path simulation program 
have been devised. To provide the desired flight goal, 
a nominal flight trajectory is obtained from an existing 
nonlinear model. With this basis a deterministic pilot 
model which attempts to minimize flight deviations from 
the nominal can be developed for generating descriptions 
of the desired flight path. 
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Virgil J. Flanigan* 
ABSTRACT 
The nonlinear set of equations which represents 
helicopter motion are linearized about a prescribed 
nominal state. Once the linearized system is obtained 
it is validated by comparing the output of the 
nonlinear system to that of its linearized counterpart. 
Having obtained a linear model, linear system theory 
may then be applied in order to investigate the 
stability and control characteristics of the aircraft. 
*The authors are associated with the Department 
of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, University 
of Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, Missouri, where Hr. Fermelia 
is a Graduate Student and Dr. Flanigan (member ASME) 
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In the paper all bold-face capital letters denote 
matrices. Vectors are defined in column format and ~re 
denoted by lower case letters in bold face type. All 
scalars will be denoted by plain upper or lower case 
letters. Occasionally it may be necessary to illustrate 





These general rules will hold unless otherwise specified 
in the text. 
Numbers in brackets designate references at the 
end of the paper. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In order to investigate the stability and control 
characteristics of a helicopter, a suitable mathematical 
model which represents the dynamics of the vehicle must 
be selected. Several mathematical models describing 
helicopter dynamics are available. Two of these, the 
4 
Bell C-81 program [1] and the u.S. Army ECOr·1 hybrid 
simulator [2] are especially notable in that the necessary 
aerodynamic coefficients and various simulation constants 
have been established for a particular helicopter. The 
major limitations for the present C-81 program are its 
large size and lengthy computation time for simulated 
maneuvers. The C-81 program developed by Bell requires 
approximately 200 seconds of computer time to yield 1 
second of helicopter flight simulation, whereas the ECOM 
model takes approximately 32 computer seconds to yield 1 
second of flight simulation. This reduction in time is 
attributed to the simplified analysis of the transient 
aerodynamics and rotor force in the latter model. Since 
the ECOM model represents a considerable savings in 
computer costs, has been validated by the Bell Helicopter 
Corporation [3], contains a simplified analysis of the 
transient aerodynamics and rotor forces, and is a general 
purpose simulation designed for simulation of ten or more 
helicopters, it was selected to provide the basic struc-
ture for the helicopter dynamics. 
Validation of the nonlinear model was achieved by 
(1) a comparison check with actual flight test data 
under trim conditions and (2) evaluation of the transient 
response due to control inputs. Figure 1 shows the 
comparison between actual flight test and the ECOM 
model. Transient responses of pitch, roll and yaw and 
their rates due to a longitudinal cyclic input are 
illustrated in Figure 2. The responses are typical of 
actual flight data. 
In actual flight the pilot manipulates the controls, 
cyclic, collective, and pedal, either to trim the 
helicopter for steady flight by balancing the external 
forces and moments or to produce a desired maneuver by 
controlling the unbalance of these forces and moments. 
These external actions on the aircraft are expressed as 
nonlinear functions of the independent variables which 
are used to describe the state of the helicopter. Even 
though the control system being considered is nonlinear, 
the equations governing its motion may be characterized 
as linear over certain regions of the state space. 
Computational techniques for the analysis of 
nonlinear control systems are not well understood and 
are in their infancy, even with the present state of the 
art. Nevertheless, there are some useful mathematical 
tools which may be applied to nonlinear systems. One 
such tool, linearization, is a very powerful and useful 
technique. In implementing linearization, it is usually 
5 
assumed that the nonlinear control problem has been 
completely solved for one set of parameters, initial 
conditions and system inputs, and then seeks the solution 
for different parameters, initial conditions or inputs 
which are "sufficiently close" to those of the exact 
solution. The exact solution, often called the nominal 
solution or nominal trajectory is assumed known for one 
set of conditions. 
The purpose of this paper is to describe the 
linearization procedure as applied to the equations of 
motion which represents helicopter motion. Once the 
linearized system is obtained it is discretized and 
then ·validated by comparing the output of the nonlinear 
system to that of its linearized counterpart. 
A listing of the nonlinear equations of motion and 
the linearization technique is described in the appendix. 
Problem Statement 
The helicopter airframe simulation provided by ECOM 
prese.nts the equations of motion in the form 
~ = _t[f,m,x] (1) 
6 
where t (a 10 x 1 vector) is a nonlinear function of the 
vector forces, moments, and state variables. The external 
vector forces and moments active on the airframe may be 
expressed as 
f = ~[~,u] 
m = h[x,u] 
(2) 
(3) 
where g (a 3 x 1 vector) and h (a 3 x 1 vector) are 
nonlinear functions of state vector, x, and the control 
vector u. Hence equation (1) may be written as 
. 
X = ~(?!_,U). (4) 
Hence it is desirable to obtain a linear system which 
approximates the system described by equation (4). 
Solution 
Allow the state vector and the control vector to be 
perturbed from some nominal condition, i.e., 
x = x* + ox (5) 
u = u* + ou (6) 
where x* and u* are defined as nominal state and control 
vectors respectively. Similarly ou is the perturbed 
control and ox is the change in x due to the new control 
and also possibly to perturbed boundary conditions. 
Expanding 1(x,u) about the point (x*,~*) and retaining 
only first order terms in powers of (x-x*) and (u-u*) 
yields 
!(x,u) % !(x*,u*) + ~ ox+ a~ ou 
ax x* au x* 
( 7) 
u* u* 
where, by definition 
acpl 
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Denoting the 10 X 10 
the 10 X 4 Jacobian 







Jacobian matrix, a~ ax' 
matrix, a~ b au Y B(x,u), 
(9) 
by A(x,u) and 
equa t1on ( 7) 
Substituting this expression into the right hand side of 
equation (4) and using (5) yields 
equation (11) simplifies to 
o~ = A(x*,u*)ox + B(~*,u*) 0 u. ( 12) 
The boundary conditions for the linearized equation 
are obtained in a straightforward fashion. Assume, for 
example, that only the initial condition is prescribed 
and for the nominal solution is x*(t ) = x * If the 
- 0 -o . 
initial condition for the perturbed problem is changed 
8 
to x(t ) = x , then the initial condition for the solution 
- 0 -o 
to the linearized equation is 
OX(t ) = X - X * 
-o -o -o· 
Having obtained a solution to the linear perturbation 
equation (12), the approximate state of the vehicle is 
obtained by using equation (5). 
9 
Since the system being considered is essentially 
discrete in form, i.e., the pilot manipulates the controls 
at a sampling rate compatible with his reaction time, it 
is convenient to discretize equation (12). 
Consider the derivative ox(t) to be approximated as 
ox(t + ~t) - ox(t) 
ox(t) = ~t (13) 
Substituting equation (13) into (12) yields 
ox(t + 6t) - ox(t) 
6t 
or 
ox(t + 6t) = (I + A6t)ox(t) + B6tou(t) (14) 
where the arguments of A and B have been suppressed in 
order to simplify the notation. Note that I represents 
the 10 x 10 identity matrix. 
Note also that equation (14) can also be written as 
ox(t) = (I+ A6t)ox(t- ~t) + B6tou(t- 6t). (15) 
Using equation (15) and the discrete version of (5), i.e., 
x(t + 6t) = ~(t) + o~(t)' (16) 
will yield a set of discrete equations which represent 
the motion of a helicopter. 
Validation 
Once the linearized system is obtained it is validated 
by 1) a static check, 2) a homogeneous test case, and 
3) by implementing an objecting function ·test. All three 
10 
methods of validating the linear model compare the output 
of the nonlinear system to its linearized counterpart. 
This section will describe the above comparison tests. 
Static Check: In order to linearize the equations 
of motion all variables describing the internal dynamics 
of the vehicle had to be expressed in terms of the state 
and control parameters. An examination of the equations 
in Appendix A illustrates the complexity of this objective. 
In order to insure that all auxiliary variables were 
properly expressed the static test was contrived. 
To illustrate the static test, consider the partial 
3¢1 3¢i af1 
+ 
3¢i (1 7) 
axl = afl axl axl 
where the right hand side of equation (17) is obtained from 
(1). Note the force, f 1 , is the sum of forces acting on 
the aircraft e.g. along the longitudinal axis--see Appendix 





where m is the mass of the aircraft. Also examination of 
Appendix A illustrates that the last term of (17) is 
easily verified. Hence the only term to substantiate is 
the partial 
Assuming that x 1 is the only variable allowed to change, 




af1 0~1' = axl (18) 
where 
~ * 
oxl xl-xl I (19) 
~ * of1 = fl-fl . (20) 
The true variation, of1 , due to the perturbation, ox1 , 
is obtained from the nonlinear system as indicated by 
equation (20). Hence the partial of £1 with respect to 
x 1 can be substantiated by comparing the output of the 
linear system (18) with that of its nonlinear counter-
part (20). The remaining elements in the matrices A, 
and B can be verified in a similar manner. Appendix C 
contains tables of data recorded from the static tests. 
Homogeneous Test: In this test the aircraft obtains 
a trim configuration after which the nonlinear equations 
are integrated. The solution of (4) is given by 
x{k+l) = x(k) + x(k)·~t. (21) 
Its linearized counterpart is obtained by solving (14) 
with the control perturbation set equal to zero, i.e., 
ox(k) = (I+A~t)ox(k-1). (22) 
Substituting (22) into (5) yields 
x(k+l) = x*(k) + ox(k). 
Results of the homogeneous test are given in 
Appendix D. 
Objective FunctionTest: A pseudo flight path is 
chosen and compared with the state generated by the 
(23) 
12 
linear system. This error is fed into an objective 
function which in turn is minimized. That is, a control 
goal is calculated which minimizes the objective function. 
The control goal is fed into both linear and non-linear 
systems and the corresponding outputs are then compared. 
Appendix E contains the results of the objective function 
tests. 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
With a few exceptions, the results obtained in the 
state check indicates that the linear model gives a good 
approximation to the nonlinear system. Examination of 
Table CT-2 shows a larger error in the change of the 
yawing moment, oNA' due to approximately a 2% change in 
the w velocity. However, for larger percentage changes in 
w and at higher flight speeds this error decreases. The 
large error at 50 knots can be attributed to the change 
in engine torque. In the derivations of the linearized 
equations it was assumed that the engine torque, QE, was 
not a function of the w velocity. However, this torque 
does indeed change as a function of w and hence introduces 
an error when ignored. For larger changes in w, the 
effect of the change in engine torque is negated by 
changes in the other parameters. This is also true at 
higher speeds. 
At higher speeds the linearization deteriorates for 
larger percentage changes in the state variable--see 
13 
Tables CT-5, CT-6, CT-17, and CT-18. However, the 
linearization with respect to the control variables is 
valid for changes up to 10%. 
The inability to match the rate of climb is inherent 
to both the homogeneous test and the objective function 
means of validation. To explain this error, consider 
equation (24), 
. 
H = u•sin 8 - (v•sin ~ + w•cos ~) cos 8. (24) 
As illustrated by the preceding equation, the change in 
the rate of climb depends on the variation in the linear 
velocities and the euler angles, 8 and ~- Now consider 
the fourth entry of H in Table ET~2. Note that a reversal 
of sign exists between the two models. However, compari-
son of the other independent variables which comprise H 
shows good agreement--see Table ET-4. For this particular 
entry, calculation indicates the error is due to incorrect 
matching of the w velocity. Note that this velocity, when 
obtained via the linear model, is less than 0.3% of the 
actual. Obviously prediction of the w velocity is within 
reason, and therefore either a new linear model must be 
implemented or this error must be tolerated. While it 
appears that there is another linear representation that 
could be used, further tests have been conducted that 
indicate the simulation can endure this error without 
serious degradation of overall performance. 
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EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
The U.S. ECOM simulation is designed to compute the 
forces and moments acting on the helicopter rotor and air-
frame. These forces and moments are resolved in a body 
axis coordinate frame. Body axes are defined with the 
origin at the aircraft center of gravity and axes oriented 
as: 
b. X= Forward through the nose, perpendicular to the 
rotor shaft; 
1:::, 
Y= Out to the right, perpendicular to the plane 
containing the rotor shaft and X; 
1:::, 
Z= Down and parallel to the shaft. 
The state variables are defined as follows: 
1:::, 
Forward velocity, positive directed along 1. u= X. 
1:::, 
Side velocity, positive directed along 2. v= Y. 
b. 
velocity, positive directed along 3. w= Down z. 
1:::, 
4. p= Roll rate, directed along X. 
1:::, 
Pitch 5. q= rate, directed along Y. 
b. directed along z. 6. r= Yaw rate, 
1:::, 
Roll angle. 7. ¢= 
b. 
Pitch angle. 8. 8= 
b. 
angle. 9. l}J= Yaw 
10. 
b. Q= Rotor rpm. 
Parameters 7-9 are the Euler angles which relate the actual 
position of the aircraft to an inertial referen~e frame. 
20 
The pilot input control variables are defined as 
follows: 
1. 1:1 collective pitch ul 
1:1 lateral cyclic u2 2. 
1:1 longitudinal cyclic u3 3. 
u4 
1:1 tail rotor pitch 4. 
Having defined the coordinate frame and the inde-
pendent variables, linear perturbation theory can be 
applied to obtain a linear model. However, before 
linearization is performed the nonlinear equations of 
motion will be summarized below: 
Forces 
. XA 
u = + rv - qw - g sin e 
m 
• YA e sin v = + pw - ru + g cos <P m 
ZA 
+ qu w = = 
m 
pv + g cos e cos <I> 
Moments 
. [L - (Iyy-Izz)qr]/Ixx p = A 
. [M - (Izz-Ixx)rp]/Iyy q = A 
r = [N -A (Ixx-Iyy)pq]/Izz 
Euler Angles 
• . 
sin e <P = p + w 
• 
sin <P <P e = r + q cos 
• 
<P + q sin <1>)/cos e liJ = (r c.os 
21 
Rotor speed 
Q = (QMR)/IROT 
To illustrate the method of linearization, consider 
the equation representing the sum of forces acting on the 





+ rv - qw-g sin 8 
m 
XA = f(u,v,w,p,q,r,~,u) 






Now by letting all variables be perturbed from some 
nominal value, i.e., let 
u = u* + on 
v = v* + ov 
etc. 
and since XA may be expanded as 
oX A 







Equation (1) can be expressed as 
ou = 1 af 1 ox 
m ax 
- ~* ,u* 
+ a f 1 ou 
au 
x*,u* 
+ r*ov + q*ow- w*oq + v*or- g cos 8* o8(4) 
Note that the vector ox represents the perturbed state; 
i.e. , 
oxT = (ou ov ow op oq oro¢ o8 ow on), 
and that ou is the perturbed control vector 
~UT (~ ~ ~ ~ ) u = uu1 uu 2 uu3 uu 4 . 
Also it should be pointed out that the partials in 
equation (3), are evaluated along a prespecified nominal 
state, x*, and a nominal control, u*. 
By inspection (4) may now be expressed in the form 
o~ = a ox + b ou, 
22 
where a and b are (lxlO) and (lx4) row vectors respectively. 
Implementing the perturbation technique on the 
remaining equations yields a set of linear differential 
equations of the form 
o~ = Aox + Bou, 
where A is a (lOxlO) stability matrix and B is a (10x4) 
control matrix. 
Matrix A 
In order to examine the elements which comprise the 







Al = A .. 1] i = 1-6 j = 1-6 
A2 = A .. i = 1-6 j = 7-10 1] 
A3 = A .. 1] i = 7-10 j = 1-6 
A4 = A .. i = 7-10 k = 7-10 1] 
The elements of Al' A2' A3' and A4 are given in 
Tables Al-l, Al-2, Al-3, and Al-4, respectively. 
1 2 3 
1 
f1,1 f1,2 fl,3 
-- --+ r --m-- q 
m m 
f2,1 f f2,3 
2 2,2 --- r -- --+ p 
m m m 
f3 1 f3,2 f3,3 
3 __ ,_ + q -m--- q --
rn m 
f4,1 f4,2 f4,3 
4 I I I 
XX XX XX 
f5,1 f5,2 f5,3 
5 I I I 
YY yy yy 
f6,1 f6,2 f6,3 
6 I I I 
zz zz zz 
TABLE Al-l 














f5 4 (I -I )r zz XX 
--'- + I I yy yy 
(I -I ) f6 4 XX yy 


















(I -I ) f6 5 XX yy 











[f4 6+(I -I )]q 
' yy zz 
I 
XX 
(I -I ) f5 6 zz yy 








ELEHENTS OF A2 
7 8 9 10 
1 0 -g cos e 0 fl,10 
m 
2 g cos cp cos e -g sin cp sin e 0 f2,10 
m 
3 -g sin cp cos e -g cos cp sin e 0 f3,10 
m 
4 0 0 0 
f4,10 
m 
5 0 0 0 
f5,10 
m 
6 0 0 0 
f6,10 
m 
1 2 3 
7 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 
9 0 0 0 
10 f10,1 fl0,2 fl0,3 
IROT IROT IROT 
- ----- ---
TABLE A1-3 
ELEMENTS OF A3 
4 5 
1 -tan e sin ¢ 
0 cos ¢ 















ELEMENTS OF A4 
--~-----~ -- --~ - ------- -
7 8 
. 
7 -tan 8(q cos¢- r sin¢) -~(cos e +tan e sin 8) 
8 -(r cos¢+ q sin¢) 0 
9 q cos ¢ r sin ¢ ~ tan e cos e cos e 
10 0 0 










Note the f .. components of the A1 matrix represents 1,] 
partial derivatives with respect to specific states 
evaluated at some nominal state, x~, and a nominal 
control, u*. They are as follows: 
fl,j 
ax A j 1-6 = ax. = 
J x*,u* 
f2 . . 
aYA j 1-6 = ax. = 
'J J x*,u* 
f3 . 
azA j = 1-6 = ax. ,] J x*,u* 
f4 . 
()LA j = 1-6 = ax. ,] J x*,u* 
fs . 
aM A j = 106 = ax. I J J ~*,u* 
f6 . 
aNA j = 1-6 = ax. 
'J J ~* ;·u* 
The forces acting on the aircraft are given by 
equations 
XA = XF + xw + FXR' 
YA = YF + YTR + vvs + FYR' 
ZA = ZF + zw + ZHS - LMR'-
and the external moments acting along the X, Y, and 




MA = -DZ • FXR + DZ • LMR + (DXW-DX) • ZN - DZW • X 
+ DXHS • ZHS + MF, 
respectively. 
At this point the components of the A1 matrix may be 
expanded as follows: 
ax A axF axw ()FXR 
ay - --+ --+ ---ay ay ay . 
ayA ()YF ()YTR ()YVS ()FYR 
-- + --+--+ d:i_ - ay a y ay_ d:i_ 
azA a.zF azw azHs ()LMR 
ay - --·+ --+ ---ay -~ ay ay 
()LA aFYR 




d:i_ - DZ • --+ . --+ ax_ ax_ ay ay 
aMA aFXR a~R (DXW - DX) azw 










-DX . - . - . ay 3y - ay ay 
()QE ()NF 
+ -- + ay ay 
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where the state vector, y, is defined as 
yT = (u v w p q r ) . 
The fuselage, wing, main rotor, and tail rotor forces 
along the X, Y, and Z axes of the aircraft are 
X Axis 
XF = qL • SYF • CYFl 
FXR 
= L ~ (L ~Lw.)f3w. sin tV· l. l. l. 
tV· Y· l. J 
+ (L M ) 1JJ. ,y. l. J cos 1jJ i ~ 
Y· J 
Y Axis 
YF = qL • SYF • CYFI 
Yvs = q • SYVS • CYVS L 
FYR = 
-[L ~ ([ ~L ) sw. sintlJ. tlJ.,y. l. l. J l. 
tlJ. l. Y· J 
+ (L ~D ) cos 1jJ i ~] 11Ji,yj 
Y· J 
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YTR = FKTRl • 8 TR (V 2 + FKTR2) T 
- FKTR3 (VTR + VIM) 
z Axis 
ZF = qv • SZF . CZFI 
zw = q • SZM • CZWl v 






ZHS = qV • SZHS • CZHS 
Therefore the partials of forces and moments with 
respect to the state variable, y, are given as 
Forces: 
ax A aqL 
SXFl CXFl + qL . SXFl 
()CSFl 
d:i - d:l_ 
. . • d:i_ 
+ 
aqv SXF2 . CXF2 + sxw . CXWl + i . szw . CZWl 
ay w 
SXFZ <3CXFZ + sxw • acxw1 + i SXW•()CZWl + q . 
v ay ax_ w d:i_ 
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CYVS~ 
• ()CYVS l 
ay ( 
. 1'· + I ( a11 DlJJ . , y . ) sJ.n't'. J. J 









avrv ay av 2 ay dl_ T 
azA aqv 
( SZF CZFl + szw • CZNl + SZHS CZHS) dl_ = ay . . 
+ q {szF aczFl + szw • aczw1 + SZHS dCZHS) . v ay ay ay 
-L L ()f1L lJJ.,y. 1. J dl_ 
ljJ. 









DZ . --+ --+ . ay - ay ay ay ay 
()MA ()FXR ()LMR (DXW-DX) azw 






DZW • -- + . ay ay ay 
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At this point the elements of matrix A1 are fully 
described. Considering the matrix A2 , the only elements 
to be clarified ar~ those in the fourth row. These 
elements are given as 
fl,lO 





= an = an an an 
f2,10 
()YA ()YF ()YTR ()YYS ()FYR 
= 
-an = asr +~+ ~ +~ 
f3,10 
azA azF azw azHs ()LMR 
= a-n = an- + asr- + an -~ 
()LA ()FYR ()Y ()YYS 








= an- = -DZ • --







+ . an-- . arr- + . ~+ an 
()NA ()FYR ()Y 
-ox DXTR • ~ f6,10 = asr- = . ~- an 
aYvs ()QE ()NF 
- DXVS • --w + --+ an 
Utilizing the definition of the fuselage, wing, main rotor, 
and tail rotor forces and movements, the above equations 
can be expanded in the same manner as were the elements 
of Matrix A1 . 
Matrix B 
In order to facilitate the description of the 
control matrix, B, consider the partitioned form, i.e., 
where 
= B .. 
l] 
= B .. 
l] 
B =[:~] 
i = 1-6 
i = 6-10 
Matrix B1 can be expanded as follows 
bl,l . . . bl,4 
Bl = 
b6,1 . . . b6,4 
where 
1 ax A bs . 
1 3M A 
bl . = = au. au. ' 'J m 
'J m J J 
1 3YA b6 . 1 
3NA 
b2 . = au. = au. ' 'J m 
'J m J J 
b3,j 1 
azA j 1,4. = au. ' = m J 
1 aLA 
b4 . = au. , 
,] m J 
j = 1-4 




Similarly the matrix B2 is given as 
where 
and 
B2 = • 
blO,l ... bl0,4 





i = 7-9 j = 1-4 
j = 1-4. 
Utilizing the equations representing the forces and 
moments and performing the differentiation required of 
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them, the control matrix B is totally defined. Therefore 
the objective of this appendix has been completed. 
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APPENDIX B 
LIFT AND DRAG CURVES 
Investigation of the ECOM model reveals that the 
changes of the incremental lift and drag parameters gener-
ated by the main rotor are both of the order of 6000 pounds. 
Therefore it is mandatory that the approximation of the 
lift and drag coefficient be as accurate as possible. The 
purpose of this appendix is to illustrate the technique 
developed to linearize these coefficients. 
Before discussing the linearization technique, the 
method by which these coefficients are obtained will be 
explained. Since both lift and drag coefficients are 
generated in the same manner, this presentation will only 
consider the latter parameter. 
The inputs required to obtain the drag coefficient, 
CD, are the rotor blade angle of attack, a, and that 
component of velocity, UT' which is tangent to the cord of 
the rotor blade. Since the data available exists only for 
particular values of the velocity, UT' an interpolation 
technique must be employed to give values of CD for any 
velocity and any angle of attack (Figure BF-1). 
A simple example best illustrates the interpolation 
technique employed. Consider Figure BF-2 and suppose that 
the rotor blade at a particular station is operating with 
a tangential velocity between 250 and 500 feet per second. 
Knowing the angle of attack, a, the drag coefficient for 




ANGLE OF ATTACK 




ANGLE OF ATTACK 
Figure BF-2 
UT = 250 -* CDl 
UT = 500 -* CD2 
Simple interpolation allows the drag coefficient at a 
velocity between 500 and 250 to be calculated as 
by 
UT - 250 
CD = 500 _ 250 (CD2 - CDl) + CDl. 
Using this form, the total variation of CD is giv~n 
oCD = aco ou + aco oa. 
auT T a-a-
At this point it should be noted that the coefficient of 
38 
oa represents the slope of the curves presented in Figure 
BF-2. Note that for small perturbations in the angle of 
attack, the slope aCD/aa will be constant. But if the 
change, oa; is large enough to cross the break point of 
the curve, the slope aCD/aa will also change values. 
Hence a sensing device must be implemented to determine 
these break points. 
It can be verified that the variation in the angle 
of attack can be obtained very accurately. If this is the 
case, then it is possible to partition oa into m parts--
see Figure BF-3. At a particular station, the only 
parameters known are the angle of attack, a, the 
corresponding drag coefficient, CD, the slope of the drag 
curve, aco;aa, and the total variation of the angle of 




CD1 - - - - - - --
~ 0 .... 


















and that we partition its total change into m parts. 
Since a is increasing, a new angle of attack, a 1 , can be 
obtained as follows: 
a = a. + oa 
1 o m 
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Introducing a. 1 into the drag routine yields a corresponding 
drag coefficient, co1 and the slope, 3CD/3a. By repeating 
this procedure over the entire interval, 
a
0 
< a < a , 
- - m 
the drag coefficient and the slope, 3CD/3a, will be known 
at all partitioned points. 





+ . . . + 
+ . . . + 
where 
aco ~ slope before the break point aa:-
acnl ~ slope after the break point. 
-a-a- = 
41 
Assuming there are n values of acn;aa, the above equation 
becomes 
8CD a en = 
auT 
acn <Sa + (m-n) acnl 8 a-a- m ~ a. 
Utilizing this equation yields a very accurate 
linearization of the incremental drag force. Note that 
the choice of the value m is arbitrary. However, a choice 
of m equal to 20 gave excellent results for both the lift 
and drag forces. 
APPENDIX C 
STATIC TESTS 
This appendix contains data qbtained from static 
tests conducted at airspeeds of 50 and 110 knots. 
Tables CT-1 through CT-12 contain data pertaining to 
an airspeed of 50 knots. Data corresponding to the 




EFFECT OF STATE PERTURBATIONS ON FORCES 
(SPEED EQUALS 50 KNOTS) 
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% Change in Perturbed Forces 
State Variable Model* oX A 
ou % 2% NM -1.092 
LM -1.091 
ov % 2% NM 0.022 
LM 0.022 
ow % 2% NM -0.170 
LM -0.169 
op % 2% NM 1.048 
LM 1.043 
oq % 2% NM 1.406 
LM 1.406 
or % 2% NM 0.002 
LM 0.002 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 


















EFFECT OF STATE PERTURBATIONS ON HOMENTS 
(SPEED EQUALS 50 KNOTS) 
. 
% Change in Perturbed Moments 
State Variable Model* aLA 
6u % 2% NM -1.968 
LM -1.968 
6v % 2% NM -2.775 
LM -2.779 
6w % 2% NM -0.600 
LM -0.602 
6p % 2% NM -54.122 
LM -54.124 
6q % 2% NM 6.910 
LM 6.907 
6r % 2% NM 46.444 
LM 46.443 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 















EFFECT OF STATE PERTURBATIONS ON FORCES 
(SPEED EQUALS 50 KNOTS) 
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Perturbed Forces 
% Change in ox A 
State Variable Model* 
ou % 5% NM -23.233 
LM -23.049 
ov % 5% NM .042 
LM .042 
ow % 5% NM -2.952 
LM -2.955 
op % 5% NM 2.135 
LM 2.127 
oq % 5% NM 2.810 
LM 2.809 
or % 5% NM 0.002 
LM 0.002 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 
















EFFECT OF STATE PERTURBATIONS ON MOMENTS 
(SPEED EQUALS 50 KNOTS) 
% Change in 
State Variable Hodel* oLA 
ou % 5% NM -41.872 
LM -41.750 
ov % 5% NM -5.587 
LM -5.590 
ow % 5% NM -10.970 
LM -10.972 
op % 5% NM -108.279 
LM -108.280 
oq % 5% NM 13.784 
LM 13.782 
or % 5% NM 92.855 
LM 92.854 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 
LM indicates Linear Model 
Perturbed Moments 














EFFECT OF STATE PERTURBATIONS ON FORCES 
(SPEED EQUALS 50 KNOTS) 
% Change in 
State Variable Model* oX A 
ou % 10% NM -45.060 
LM -44.335 
ov % 10% NM 0.081 
LM 0.082 
ow % 10% NM -6.919 
LM -6.935 
op % 10% NH 4.314 
LM 4.231 
oq % 10% NM 5.618 
LM 5.618 
or % 10% NM 0.002 
LM 0.002 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 

















EFFECT OF STATE PERTURBATIONS ON MOMENTS 
(SPEED EQUALS 50 KNOTS) 
% Change in 
State Variable Model* aLA 
ou % 10% NM -80.245 
LM -79.817 
ov % 10% NM -11.210 
LM -11.213 
ow % 10% NM -25.394 
LM -25.403 
op % 10% NM . -216.593 
LM -216.594 
oq % lO% NM 27.533 
LM 27.531 
or % 10% NM 185.676 
LM 185.674 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 
LM indicates Linear Model 
Perturbed Moments 
oHA oN A 















EFFECT OF CONTROL PERTURBATION ON FORCES 
(SPEED EQUALS 50 KNOTS) 
Change in Perturbed Forces Control 
Variable Model* oX A oYA oZA 
oul % 2% NM ' -27.630 · -14.040 ·-493.700 
LM -27.632 
ou2 % 2% NM -1.120 
LM -1.118 
ou3 % 2% NM 1.387 
LM 1.387 
ou4 % 2% NM 0.024 
LM 0.020 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 









EFFECT OF CONTROL PERTURBATIONS ON MOMENTS 
(SPEED EQUALS 50 KNOTS) 
% Change in Perturbed Moments Control 
Variable Model* OLA 
oul % 2% NM -106.570 
LM -106.652 
ou2 
% 2% NM 15.042 
LM 15.241 




% 2% NM 54.306 
LM 54.306 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 












EFFECT OF CONTROL PERTURBATION ON FORCES 
(SPEED EQUALS 50 KNOTS) 
50 
% Change in Perturbed Forces Control 
Variable Model* oX A 
oul % 5% NM -68.460 
LM -68.540 
ou2 % 5% NM -2.830 
LM -2.832 
ou3 ~ 5% NM 3.430 
LM 3.488 
ou4 % 5% NM 0.020 
LM 0.024 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 











EFFECT OF CONTROL PERTURBATIONS ON MOMENTS 
(SPEED EQUALS 50 KNOTS) 
% Change in Perturbed Moments 
Control 
oLA Variable 1-iodel * 
oul % 5% NM -268.640 
LM -268.313 
ou2 % 5% NM 37.643 
LM 38.213 
ou3 % 5% NM 17.483 
LM 17.349 
ou4 % 5% NM 27.214 
LM 27.214 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 
LM indicates Linear Model 










EFFECT OF CONTROL PERTURBATION ON FORCES 
(SPEED EQUALS 50 KNOTS) 
% Change in 
Control 
Variable Model* oXA 
oul % 10% NM -161.460 
LM -161.197 
ou2 ~ 10% NM -5.690 
LM -5.687 
ou3 ~ 10% NM 6.84 
Lr-1 8.973 
6u4 ~ 10% NM 0.020 LM 0.023 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 
LM indicates Linear Model 
Perturbed Forces 










EFFECT OF CONTROL PERTURBATION ON MOMENTS 
(SPEED EQUALS 50 KNOTS) 
% Change in 
Control 
Variable Model* aLA 
oul ~ 10% NM -566.589 
LM -566.481 
ou2 % 10% NM 75.731 
LM 77.560 
ou3 % 10% NM 34.843 
LM 34.472 
ou4 % 10% NM 237.180 
LM 237.177 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 













EFFECT OF STATE PERTURBATIONS ON FORCES 
(SPEED EQUALS 110 KNOTS) 
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% Change in Perturbed Forces 
State Variable Model* <SXA 
QU % 2% NM -34.767 
LM -34.555 
<Sv % 2% NM 0.027 
LM 0.027 
ow % 2% NM 0.520 
LM 0.520 
<Sp % 2% NM 0.528 
LM 0.527 
8q % 2% NM 1.416 
LM 1.416 
~r % 2% NM 0.001 
LM 0.001 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 















EFFECT OF STATE PERTURBATIONS ON MOMENTS 
(SPEED EQUALS 110 KNOTS) 
% Change in Perturbed Moments 
State Variable Model* oLA 
ou % 2% NM -26.800 
LM -26.945 
ov % 2% NM -3.653 
LM -3.655 
ow % 2% NM -7.730 
LM -7.733 
op % 2% NM -99.752 
LM -99.754 
oq % 2% NM 7.709 
LM 7.707 
or % 2% NM 46.414 
LM 46.414 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 
LM indicates Linear Model 























EFFECT OF STATE PERTURBATIONS ON FORCES 
(SPEED EQUALS 110 KNOTS) 
% Change in Perturbed Forces 
State Variable Model* oXA 
ou % 5% NM -70.210 
LM -69.141 
ov % 5% NM 0.053 
LM 0.053 
ow % 5% NM -0.150 
LM -0.149 
op % 5% NM 1.058 
LM 1.053 
oq % 5% NM 2.830 
LM 2.830 
or % 5% NM 0.000 
LM -0.001 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 
















EFFECT OF STATE PERTURBATIONS ON MOMENTS 
(SPEED EQUALS 110 KNOTS) 
% Change in Perturbed Moments 
State Variable Model* aLA 
ou % 5% NM -53.413 
LM -53.896 
ov % 5% NM -7.311 
LM -7.313 
ow % 5% NM · -7.730 
LM -7.733 
op % 5% NM -199.509 
LM -199.512 
oq % 5% NM 15.414 
LM 15.411 
or % 5% NM 92.824 
LM 92.825 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 
LM indicates Linear Model 















EFFECT OF STATE PERTURBATIONS ON FORCES 
(SPEED EQUALS 110 KNOTS) 
% Change in Perturbed Forces 
State Variable Model* oX A 
ou % 10% NM 145.651 
LM 140.760 
ov % 10% NM 0.100 
LM 0.106 
ow % 10% NM -1.269 
LM -2.639 
op % 10% NM 2.125 
LM 2.105 
oq % 10% NM 5.659 
LM 5.656 
or % 10% NM 0.001 
LM 0.001 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 
















EFFECT OF STATE PERTURBATIONS ON MOMENTS 
(SPEED EQUALS 110 KNOTS) 
5 7 
% Change in Perturbed Moments 
State Variable Model* oLA 
ou % 10% NM -107.838 
LM -109.632 
ov % 10% NM -14.630 
LM -14.630 
ow % 10% NM -42.122 
LM -42.075 
op % 10% NM -399.020 
LM -399.027 
oq % 10% NM 30.824 
LM 30.819 
or % 10% NM 185.645 
LM 185.645 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 
LM indicates Linear Model 















EFFECT OF CONTROL PERTURBATION ON FORCES 
(SPEED EQUALS 110 KNOTS) 
Change in 
Control Perturbed Forces 
Variable Model* oXA oYA oZA 
oul % 2% NM -9.610 -12.810 -563.200 
LM -10.684 
ou2 % 2% NM -0.770 
LM -0.770 
ou3 % 2% NM 3.920 
LM 3.976 
ou4 % 2% NM 0.000 
LM -0.005 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 









EFFECT OF CONTROL PERTURBATION ON MOMENTS 
(SPEED EQUALS 110 KNOTS) 
% Change in Perturbed Moments 
Control aLA Variable Model* 
oul % 2% NM -97.210 
LM -97.083 
ou2 % 2% NM 11.554 
LM 11.567 
ou3 % 2% NM 20.609 
LM 20.479 
ou4 % 2% NM 21.887 
LM 21.883 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 
LM indicates Linear Model 












EFFECT OF CONTROL PERTURBATIONS ON FORCES 
{SPEED EQUALS 110 KNOTS) 
% Change in 
Control 
Variable Model* oX A 
oul % 5% NM -33.680 
LM -34.609 
ou2 % 5% NM -1.920 
LM -1.914 
. 
ou3 % 5% NM 11.180 
LM 12.096 
ou4 % 5% NM 0.000 
LM 0.002 
*NM indicates Nonlinear ·Model 












EFFECT OF CONTROL PERTURBATION ON MOMENTS 
{SPEED EQUALS 110 KNOTS) 
% Change in Perturbed Moment Control 
Variable Model* oLA 
oul % 5% NM -246.745 
LM -246.474 
ou2 % 5% NM 28.664 
LM 29.118 
ou3 % 5% NM 47.036 
LM 50.934 
ou4 % 5% NM 72.614 
LM 72.612 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 
LM indicates Linear Model 










EFFECT OF CONTROL PERTURBATIONS ON FORCES 
(SPEED EQUALS 110 KNOTS) 
% Change in 
Control 
Variable Model* oX A 
oul % 10% NM -46.870 
LM -55.990 
ou2 % 10% NM -3.840 
LM -3.832 
ou3 % 10% NM 21.180 
LM 26.340 
ou4 % 10% NM 0.000 
LM 0.003 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 












EFFECT OF CONTROL PERTURBATIONS ON MOMENTS 
(SPEED EQUALS 110 KNOTS) 
% Change in 
Control LA Variable Model* 
ul 10% NM -391.895 LM -390.825 
u2 10% NM 57.181 LM 60.797 
u3 10% NM 101.849 LM 99.803 
u4 10% NM 145.084 LM 145.080 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 














Results of the homogeneous test used for substan-
tiating the linear model are tabulated in this appendix. 
Table DT-1 compares nonlinear and linear position of the 
aircraft with respect to an inertial reference frame. 
Respective components of the velocity are compared in 
Table DT-2, and the angular orientation of the aircraft 
body axis with respect to the inertial frame is tabulated 




























*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 
















































Model* . (ft/sec) . N E (ft/sec) 
NM 178.160 -0.406 
LM 178.160 -0.406 
NM 178.160 -0.406 
LM 178.160 -0.405 
NM 178.160 -0.405 
LM 178.160 -0.403 
NM 178.160 -0.404 
LM 178.161 -0.400 
NM 178.160 -0.402 
LM 178.163 -0.395 
NM 178.160 -0.399 
LM 178.166 -0.388 
NM 178.160 -0.393 
LM 178.168 -0.379 
NM 178.160 -0.384 
LM 178.170 -0.367 
N~1 178.160 -0.372 
LM 178.173 -0.352 
NM 178.160 -0.356 
LM 178.176 -0.330 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 


























Model* <f> (RAD) 8 (RAD) 
NM 
-0.030 -0.077 
LM -0.030 -0.077 
NM -0.030 -0.077 
LM -0.030 -0.077 
NM -0.030 -0.077 
LM -0.030 -0.077 
NM -0.030 -0.077 
LM -0.030 -0.077 
NM -0.030 -0.077 
LM -0.030 -0.077 
NM -0.029 -0.077 
LM -0.030 -0.077 
NM -0.029 -0.077 
LM -0.029 -0.077 
NM -0.029 -0.077 
LM -0.028 -0.077 
NM -0.029 -0.077 
LM -0.027 -0.077 
NM -0.028 -0.077 
LM -0.027 -0.076 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 


























OBJECTIVE FUNCTION TEST 
The control goal which is fed into both linear and 
nonlinear systems is chosen to minimize the quadratic form 
J = [~ (k+l) T x 1 (k+l)] WE [~ (k+l) - x 1 (k+l)] 
+ u (k)T Wuu (k) 
where WE and Wu are arbitrary weighting matrices for the 
predicted state error and the control efforts, respectively. 
Specification of the desired flight path is characterized 
by the state vector,~ (k+l). 
By substituting (15) and (16) into the objective 
function and utilizing the fact that 
b. ~ (k) = ~ (k-1) + ou (k-1) ' 
the objective function may be minimized with respect to 
ou (k-1). The result of this minimization is the control 
goal, u (k), required to drive the aircraft to the 
-g 
desired state. This is obtained by adding the perturbed 
Results of the objective function test are contained 
in the appendix. Table ET-1 compares nonlinear and linear 
position of the aircraft with respect to an inertial 
reference frame. Respective components of the velocity 
are compared in Table ET-2, angular orientation of the 
aircraft body axes with respect to the inertial frame 
is tabulated in Table ET-3, and the linear velocities of 






Model* (feet) (feet) 








NM 26.724 -0.061 
LM 26.723 -0.061 
NM 35.632 -0.081 
LM 35.632 -0.081 
NM 44.541 -0.102 
LM 44.541 -0.101 
NH 53.449 -0.122 
LM 53.450 -0.120 
NM 62.356 -0.143 
LM 62.359 -0.140 
NM 71.264 -0.163 
I.J1 71.268 -0.159 
NM 80.171 -0.183 
LM 80.177 -0.177 
NM 89.077 -0.202 
LM 89.086 -0.195 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 


























Model* • (ft/sec) . N E (ft/sec) 
NM 178.160 -0.406 
LM 178.160 -0.406 
NM 178.160 -0.406 
LM 178.159 -0.405 
NM 178.170 -0.406 
LM 178.165 -0.404 
NM 178.170 -0.409 
LM 178.168 -0.402 
NM 178.160 -0.410 
LM 178.171 -0.399 
NM 178.160 -0.408 
LM 178.174 -0.394 
NM 178.160 -0.405 
LM 178.170 -0.388 
NM 178.140 -0.398 
LM 178.179 -0.379 
NM 178.130 -0.390 
LM 178.180 -0.368 
NM 178.120 -0.376 
LM 178.182 -0.352 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 




























Model* ¢ ( RAD) 8 (RAD) 
NM -0.030 -0.077 
LM -0.030 -0.077 
NM -0.030 -0.077 
LM -0.030 -0.077 
NM -0.030 -0.077 
LM -0.030 -0.077 
NM -0.030 -0.077 
LM -0.030 -0.077 
NM -0.030 -0.077 
LM -0.030 -0.077 
NM -0.030 -0.077 
LM -0.029 -0.077 
NM -0.030 -0.077 
LM -0.029 -0.077 
NM -0.030 -0.007 
LM -0.029 -0.007 
NM -0.030 -0.077 
LM -0.029 -0.077 
NM -0.030 -0.077 
LM -0.028 -0.077 
*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 














































*NM indicates Nonlinear Model 
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ABSTRACT 
General techniques for simulating helicopter pilot 
response for inclusion in a flight path simulation program 
have been devised. To provide the desired flight goal, 
a nominal flight trajectory is obtained from an existing 
nonlinear model. With this basis a deterministic pilot 
model which attempts to minimize flight deviations from 
the nominal can be developed for generating descriptions 
of the desired flight path. 
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In the paper all bold-face capital letters denote 
matrices. Vectors are defined in column format and are 
denoted by lower case letters in bold face type. All 
scalars will be denoted by plain upper or lower case 
letters. Occasionally it may be necessary to illustrate 






These general rules will hold unless otherwise specified 
in the text. 
Numbers in brackets designate references at the 
end of the paper. 
INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this paper is to present general 
techniques for simulating helicopter pilot response. 
During flight the pilot manipulates the controls either 
to trim the helicopter for steady flight by balancing 
the external forces and moments or to produce a desired 
maneuver by controlling the unbalance of these forces 
and moments. Discussions of the physical phenomena 
involved with the aerodynamics of the rotors and fuselage 
are given in several references [1, 2, 3]. 
The cyclic stick, collective stick, and foot pedal 
comprise the controls of the vehicle. Cyclic stick 
control (forward-aft and lateral displacements) causes 
a cyclic variation in the main rotor blade pitch which 
results in the reorientation of the rotor thrust vector. 
This tilt of the rotor thrust provides the moment for 
pitch and roll motions. A change in blade pitch is also 
obtained by the collective stick control. However, the 
variation in pitch is the same for all blade azimuth 
positions which effects the magnitude of the rotor thrust 
primarily for vertical and forward speed control of the 
aircraft. Since the required engine power is related to 
the rotor thrust, the engine fuel control is usually 
synchronized with collective pitch. In addition, the 
pilot may vary the fuel setting by slight adjustments of 
the fuel control. During flight the pilot maintains a 
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constant awareness of turbine speed and power. To reduce 
the complexity of the simulation model, the usual 
approximation of constant rotor RPM is assumed, and 
pilot manipulation of the fuel control is avoided. 
Through the foot pedals the pilot can control the tail 
rotor pitch, hence thrust and thereby the yawing moment. 
Thus, the simulated pilot's control will be composed of 
forward-aft cyclic, lateral cyclic, pedal and collective. 
The control will be represented by the vector 
ul ~ collective 
u2 ~ lateral cyclic 
u = b, (1) 
u3 = longitudinal cyclic 
u4 = pedal 
The purpose of the pilot control input is to create 
necessary aerodynamic forces and moments to control 
helicopter motion and attitude which is measured by the 
e.g. velocity and the angular orientation (yaw, pitch, 
and roll) and velocity of the fuselage. This output 
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To provide closed~loop action for the simulation, the 
pilot model must interpret the necessary control u as 
a result of any deviation in x from the desired state. 
A block diagram illustrating the overall concept of the 
flight path simulation is shown in Figure 1. The blocks 
numbered 1 through 6 are included in the helicopter 
dynamics model (reference 4). In the present study only 
block 8 will be considered. Hence the pilot control 
action, block 9 of Figure 1, will be assumed to be a 
unit gain. This assumption implies that the control goal 
is instantaneously predicted, i.e., a perfect pilot. 
DETERMINISTIC PILOT MODEL 
There are two basic approaches to developing a 
mathematical representation of the human operator's 
data sampling, error quantization and control goal 
decision roles. These two approaches are significantly 
different in their characterization of the operator. 
One method involves the qualitative and psychological 
aspects of the pilot. Functions such as sensing of the 
aircraft state and various instruments, the categorizing 
of these measurements as acceptable or non-acceptable, 
the human prediction and memory capability, and the 
human ability to adapt his response to the given situation 
would be included in this type of model. Probably one 
of the better illustrations of this. approach is given by 
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Benjamin [6]. His study was for the relatively uncompli-
cated case of single input-output tracking whereas the 
helicopter pilot has four control inputs at his disposal 
with the desirability of controlling at least ten output 
variables. Adding to this complexity to a model such as 
Benjamin's which is already elaborate from the stand-
point of the logic structure is not feasible due to 
computer limitations. 
The second approach can be entitled a quasi-pilot 
engineering model which describes the overall performance 
of the pilot without close regard to psychological 
functions of the human operator. Some authors [7] have 
referred · to these two approaches in a descriptive way as 
microscopic and macroscopic modeling of the pilot, 
respectively. From the results of the many previous 
investigations concerned with the modeling of a human 
operator in various tasks, it is apparent that the 
engineering model approach is the most feasible based on 
the current simulation state-of-the art. 
The essential functions of the pilot model are 
to evaluate the system error, predict the necessary 
control input goal, and perform the control input 
manipulation. These functions are illustrated in Figure 
2. Thus the pilot model provides the feedback (see 
Figure 1) required for the closed-loop simulation of 
the helicopter flight path in conjunction with the 
helicopter dynamics model [4]. Since the development of 
the pilot logic for a general maneuver is impractical, 
the desired trajectory for the helicopter state is 
prescribed [5]. Comparison of this nominal with the 
actual state produces the error from which the control 
goal can be resolved. Once the goal is established the 
pilot response and dynamics in performing the control 
manipulation can be modeled as a multi-variable tracking 
task. 
The first consideration will be the general features 
of the discrete time deterministic control goal model. 
From the desired trajectory the state ~ (t} is known at 
discrete time intervals o, T, ... , kT, ... , etc., as 
depicted in Figure 3. In addition, from the trimmed 
flight conditions, the initial state x(O} and the control 
vector u(O} are known. It is presumed that the starting 
point of the trajectory will be a steady or trimmed 
flight condition. With these quantities given as initial 
data the helicopter dynamics portion of the simulation 
will yield the new state at t=T, i.e., ~(T}. At the time 
T a new selection of control is necessary for the next 
interval T to 2T. The control vector is constant for the 
length of the discrete sampling time and is only changed 
by some amount ou(kT} at the next sampling instant. With 
the new control the dynamics model again yields the 
subsequent state of the helicopter. This repetitive 
process continues for the desired time of the prescribed 
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nominal path. The question to be answered is, what 
control goal or change of control is required at each of 
the sampling times? 
For small perturbations the nonlinear helicopter 
dynamics can be approximated by the linear state 
equation [5] . 
o~(t) = Aox(t) + Bou(t) (3) 
where the system and control time-invariant matrices, A 
and B, are evaluated at the particular state from which 
the control change is to be calculated. The solution of 
equation 3 for the time interval kT to (k+l)T is known 
to be [ 8 , 9 , 1 0] 
ox1 [(k+l)T] = ¢(T)ox(kT) + 8(T)o~ (kT) (4) 
where ¢ is a (lOxlO) stability matrix and e is a (10x4) 
control matrix [5]. 
Since the desired state vector is given at the 
discrete time increments ~(kT), it is proposed that 
the necessary control goal ug(kT) to follow the desired 
path be calculated with the simplified linear model. The 
selected goal should minimize the deviation between the 
nominal and linear helicopter states. Hence, a cost 
function, J, which provides the basis for selecting the 
best control vector should include these considerations. 
For convenience, a quadratic form is defined 
J = ET[(k+l)T]We[(k+l)T]E[(k+l)T] (5) 
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the function J is to be minimized by the proper selection 
of u(kT) where W~ is a time varying matrix for the 
predicted state error at time, (k+l)T. Note that the 
predicted error at the time, (k+l)T, is 
E[(k+l)T] = ~[(k+l)T]- ~l[(k+l)T] 
but from equation (4) with ~1 (kT) set equal to t~e 
actual state x(kT), the cost functional is 
J = ~ [(k+l)T]We[(k+l)T]~[(k+l)T] 
-2 ~[ (k+l)T]We[ (k+l)T]~[ (k+l)T] 
~2 ~· [ (k+l) T]We [ (k+l) T] {¢ (T) ox [ (k-1) T] 
+ e(T)ou[(k-l)T]} + {<f>(T)ox[(k-l)T] 
( 6) 
(7) 
+ 6(T)ou[(k-l)T]}TW [(k+l)T]{<f>(T)ox[(k-l)T] 
- e -
+ e(T)ou[(k-l)T]} 
Therefore, in order to minimize the cost functional, 
the control ~(kT) is given by 





ouT[(k-l)T] = {~[(k+l)T] - (x(kT) + <f>(T)ox[(k-l)T])T} 
We [ (k+l) T] 6 (T) {6T (T)We [ (k+l) T] 6 (T)} -l (9) 
Application of the control law given by equations 
(8) and {9) to certain desired flight paths results in a 
*The selection of the weighing matrix W is discussed e 
in detail in Appendix A. 
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maximum/minimum control. Therefore in order to avoid 
this condition alternate cost functions can be considered. 
If the computed control is not feasible then the 
obvious solution is to minimize an objective function 
which weights the control, i.e., consider 
T 
J = E [(k+l)T]We[(k+l)T]E[(k+l)T] 
+ uT(kT)W (kT)u(kT) 
- u -
The control that minimizes (10) is given by 
ouT(kT) = {~[(k+l)T] - (xT(kT) 
+ oxT(kT)¢T(T)}W [(k+l)T]8(T) 
- e 
{8T(T)W [(k+l)T]8(T) + W (kT)}-l 
e u 
Generation of this control for certain desired flight 
(10) 
(11) 
paths resulted in a control vector u which was not feasible. 
Clearly this control should satisfy all control constraints 
provided the time varying weighting matrix W is chosen u 
correctly. Therein lies the problem, i.e., how does one 
choose the weighting matrix We as a function of time?* 
Attempts were made to select Wu(kT) to no avail. 
In order to motivate the algorithm which does produce 
a control which satisfies all control constraints, consider 
again equation (11). Note the effect of the control 
weighting function is to add to the penalty associated 
with the state error, i.e., the last term in brackets of 
*Appendix A discusses the technique used to 
obtain W (kT). 
u 
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equation (11) grows larger. Therefore consider the control 
given by equation (9). This equation can be written as 
ouT(kT) = x[(k+l)T]{8T(T)W [(k+l)T]8(T)}-l (12) 
- e 
tvhere 
"' ~ { x[ (k+l)T]= ~[ (k+l)T] - (x(kT) 
+ ~(T) ox[(k-l)T])}TW [(k+l)T]8(T) 
- e 
Comparing equations (11) and (12) indicates that if 
{8T(T)W [(k+l)T]8(T) + W (kT)}-l 
e u 
(13) 
the two equations are identical. Equation (13) can also 
be written 
{8T(T)Weu[(k+l)T]8(T)} 
= {8T(T)We[(k+l)T]8(T)} (14) 
Now assume that the control law generated using 
equation (9) is not feasible. The solution for the kT 
time is given by 
ou~(kT) = xT(kT)[8T(T)W [(k+l)T8(T)]-l 
-J - e 
( 15) 
solving for x (kT) yields 
( 16) 
Since the control given by (9) is not acceptable, i.e., 
it is too large or too small, consider an iteration that 
will guarantee feasibility. 
The first jth iteration is given by (15), the j+l 
iteration yields the control 
(17) 
Therefore, it follows that 
8 x T [ ( k + 1) T] = 8 u ~+ l ( k T) [ 8 T ( T) W 8 ( T) ] 
- J eu (18) 
Note in essence the objective function in the jth 
iteration is equation {5), whereas the j+l iteration 
utilizes the cost function given in equation {10). Note 
however the necessity to select both a weighting matrix 
for state and one for the control no longer exists. 
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the 
control consider 
8u~{kT)8u. {kT) = xT[{k+l)T] [8T{T)W [{k+l)T]8(T)]-l 
J J e 
[8T{T)W [{k+l)T]8(T)]x[(k+l)T] 
e 
Substituting equation {18) into (19) yields 





eu -J (20) 
T rr 




where the time parameters have been omitted for clarity. 
Now in order that the j+l iteration be less than the jth 
iteration, the term in brackets must be less than a 
preselected negative definitive matrix P, i.e. 
I-RMR<P (22) 
where 
Note the matrix M is a known constant, hence solving 
equation (22) for R will insure a feasible control. The 
solution of equation (22) is given in Appendix B. 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
In order to demonstrate the application of modern 
control techniques to helicopter motion, four flight 
paths were considered. These four consisted of the 
helicopter in the configuration of a level flight, climb, 
dive, and a turn. In order to compare nonlinear vs linear 
models, inertial position and angular velocities of the 
helicopter were plotted as a function of time. Figures 
· 3 through 22 illustrate the results for the different 
configurations. 
Comparison of Figures 11, 12, 13 and 14 indicates 
that the predicted roll matches the desired state within 
+0.4 of a radian. Although roll was not matched as well 
in the climb orientation, it nevertheless matches the 
shape of the desired state better than that of the level 
flight, or dive. Note that in the turn flight path, the 
shape of the predicted roll closely follows the desired 
trajectory. Examination of the figures also reveal that 
the linear model attempts to follow the trend of the 
desired for those flight paths which give rise to 
maximum motion, i.e., examine the roll histograms. 
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The oscillatory nature of Figure 13 may be explained by 
noting that the system to be controlled is of the lOth 
order. Note that the frequency content of the desired 
roll is quite low, hence the control of the roll parameter 
is delegated a lower priority than the control responsible 
for controlling the forward velocity. This is illustrated 
by Figures 31-34 which gives the control histograms for 
the dive trajectory. 
As might be expected, results of the climb flight 
path are mirrored in the dive trajectory. This is very 
apparent when comparing the time traces of pitch for 
both cases. The stability of the level flight might 
certainly be questioned after examination of the pitch 
channel for that particular configuration. However, 
noting that the amplitude at the end of 2 seconds is 
less than that obtained at 1.4 seconds, gives evidence 
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that the trajectory is stable. Credence to this conjec-
ture is given by examination of the pitch channel for the 
turn, i.e., the turn consists of a level flight for the 
first 2 seconds. 
Having examined the characteristics of roll and 
pitch, expectations are that the yaw channel would 
exhibit the same type of performance. Examination of 
Figures 19 through 22 indicate that this is indeed true. 
It is interesting to note that in all angular 
velocity channels the response in the linear model appears 
to lag behind that of the desired flight path. Also in 
every case considered the magnitude of the response is 
much larger than that of the nominal. This is best 
illustrated by Figure 12. Cause of these anomalies can 
be explained by the linear model chosen to represent 
the nonlinear helicopter. In selecting a suitable model 
to approximate the helicopter two linear configurations 
were initially considered. The models considered were: 
and 
ox [(k+l)T] = ¢(T)ox(kT) + 8(T)ou(kT) 
-1 - -
ox1 [(k+l)T] = ¢(T)ox(kT) + ~ (T,T-l)ox[(k-l)T] 
+ e(T)ou(kT) + I[T,T-l]o~[(k-l)T] 
Equation (23) was chosen for the following reasons: 
1) reference [11] indicated that it could indeed 
(23) 
(24) 
approximate the nonlinear model, 2) a model similar to 
(23) was used in reference [12] and 3) simplicity of (23) 
as compared to the complexity of (24). 
The anomalies mentioned above can be explained by 
the omission in (23) of information contained in the 
coefficient matrices~ and r of (24). Clearly by 
neglecting ~, information regarding the frequency 
content of the system will be lost. Similarly omission 
of r may result in generation of a control law which 
exceeds the bounds of a feasible control. 
In concluding, this paper demonstrates that modern 
control techniques can be applied to a helicopter which 
allow the vehicle to follow a predetermined flight 
path, i.e., feasibility of a helicopter auto pilot. 
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Clearly performance of the algorithm selected to generate 
the control law yields a measure of the linear system 
chosen to represent the nonlinear helicopter. However, 
due to errors in the linear model, a technique had to be 
developed whereby a feasible control law could be obtained. 
In order to achieve this, an algorithm was developed to 
determine a weighting matrix as a function of time. This 
technique can be implemented on other systems with a 
similar effect. 
FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS AND EXTENSIONS 
In the previous section it was noted that the 
calculation of the control goal does not account for the 
pilot response. It is presumed that the goal is instan-
taneously predicted; however, it is evident that the 
pilot cannot respond with such precise behavior. To 
approximate the pilot's response in performing the 
control task the describing function developed for a 
tracking can be included as the action part of the pilot 
model. Such a pilot action model coupled with the 
alternate linear model discussed in the previous section 
are natural extensions of this dissertation. Discussion 
of the alternate linear representation was presented in 
the previous section. Therefore, only the pilot action 
model [5] will be discussed at this time. 
Two of the most evident human characteristics are 
a variable gain and a delayed response. The simplest 
form of the transfer function would be 
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G(s) = Ke-TS (25) 
The gain K is dependent upon the system dynamic 
characteristics, the nature of the control task, the 
physical and emotional condition of the operator, and 
other factors influencing the difficulty of the control 
task. For unpredictable signals the time delay, T, may 
be as much as 0.5 seconds but decreases in magnitude with 
operator experience. Generally, a value of from 0.1 to 
0.2 seconds could be assumed. 
In addition to the pure delay a first order 
neuromuscular lag has been observed. Several early 
investig~tors suggested various combinations of deriva-
tive and integral control modes to better describe the 
adaptive nature of the human operator. These have 




Ke (l+T 1 s) 
= (l+T s) (l+T. S) (26) 
n 1 
Equation (26) is expanded in block diagram form in 
Figure 39. As shown, the nonlinear function of the 
pilot is described by a linearized transfer function and 
an assumed remnant term. In a complicated task such as 
the control of a helicopter, the remnant could be quite 
large. Since it is difficult to exacly specify this 
term, it is more easily treated as a superimposed 
noise. Some investigators have criticized the 
indiscriminate use of (26) since the data for developing 
the linearized equation was primarily for single input-
output tasks. However, based on reference [13], equation 
(26) can be utilized to describe the pilot transfer 
function and hence is a natural extension to the work 
presented previously. 
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The selection of the weighting matrix W is obtained 
e 
in the following manner. Since the desired state at 
time kT is known apriori, the error between desired and 
actual state is approximated by 
where 
i = 1,2, ... 10 
and 
~t ~ sample time. 
The corresponding diagonal weighting function is given 
by 
We(kT) = 









In a similar fashion the weighting function, w 
u' 
the control can be obtained. However, note that in 
on 
selecting the weighting function on the control, the 
problem of singularity becomes increasingly severe. That 
is, the control may remain constant over two or more 
sample times making the inversion of Wu impossible. 
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APPENDIX B 
SOLUTION OF THE MATRIX RICCATTI EQUATION 
To solve 
(B-1) 
where X, A, P, Rare n x n matrices, H is an n x m matrix 
and R is an m x m matrix apply the following algorithm: 
1) Find the characteristic equation of the 2n x 2n 
matrix 
w = (B-2) 
It will have even powers in the unknown. 
2) Find all the roots of this equation, retaining the 
n roots which have negative real parts. 
3) Use these complex quantities to generate the 
coefficients of the polynominal having them as 
roots. Denote the result by 
b.{s) = n n··l s + an_ 1s + ••• + a 1s + a0 
4) Find the matrix 
= lvll 11 {W) 
~21 
5) Evaluate X from 
-1 x = w12 w11 or x 
w12 
w22 





XAT + AX - X!{K + P = 0 (B-6) 
where A, X, M, P are n x n matrices, holds if and only 
if 
w = xwx- 1 (B-7) 
where 
I 0 I 0 
~ -1 X X = (B-8) 
X I -X I 
AT r-1 "'T A M 
w /1 w = 
= 
-p 
-A 0 -A 
with A ~ A - 1-1X • 
Proof: The desired result is obtained by direct 
expansion of (B-7) according to the definitions in (B-8). 
I can also be shown that 
. n- -det(si-W) =(-]) &(s)~(-s), (B-9) 
where 
~(s) /1 det(si-A). (B-10) 
From the above 
det(si-W) = det (si-x-1wx) 
= det x-1 det(si-w)det x. (B-11) 
By inspection, det X= det X-l, so that 
det (si-W) = det(si-W) (B-12) 
-Using this result and the definition of w, 
121' 
I y si "'T 
- A -M 
det(s I - l\T) = det 
0 I 0 s "' I + A 
(B-13) 
si - AT 
-M + Y(si + A) 
= det 
0 si + A 
for arbitrary Y. Choose Y = M(si + A)-l and obtain 
det(si- W) = det(si- AT) det (si +A). (B-14) 
Now 
det(si +A) = det [-I(-si- A)]= (-l)n det(-si- A). 
(B-15) 
By combining this with (B-13) and B-10, the des ired 
result (B-9) is obtained. 
From (B-9) it is clear that the characteristic 
equation of W has even power only. 
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